
PANDORA BUSINESS PLAN

The #1 streaming music service for business. Easily customize stations. Create custom schedules to automatically
change music. Enjoy the flexibility of mobile.

In the meantime, Spotify features like Discover Weekly are proving to be a big hit among listeners , giving
them one less reason to open up the Pandora app. To help, the company is currently searching for a new chief
marketing officer to replace Simon Fleming-Wood, who stepped down shortly after Westergren took over as
CEO. After you have a station set up, you can refine the songs you hear by liking or disliking them in the
service. Surely, that process could be made even smoother if Pandora owned the ticket-selling platform itself.
This allows you greater control of sound quality, along with what is being played. A ided exploration of music
so that consumers will always discover new bands or artists. Pandora could have video interviews with the
contestants, performance of their own music, and American Idol style Karaoke songs. PROs collect money
through public performance royalties to ensure that artists and rights holders receive appropriate payment for
their work. But there are some notable things Pandora has not done. And that sort of intelligence will be hard
for other music services to replicate without a ticket-selling service of their own. He may only have had this
new job title for a few weeks, but Westergren has long been a hands-on cofounder and cheerleader for
Pandora, serving as the public face of the company in the press, holding public town halls with listeners, and
sitting in on sales calls with ad reps, among much else. However, there are some difficulties with the model,
particularly, the direct relationship between use of the site and cost. Their channels would rely on a browser as
their source would exist through it. Pandora Streaming Is Not Optimized for Business Although playing
Pandora in your restaurant, storefront, or office may seem like a good solution to providing inspiration and
soothing sounds to your patrons and employees, there are some reasons this may not be the best solution.
What are the potential downsides to this plan? The one advantage Pandora would have is a much lower cost
business model, as they do not need to produce a TV show. American Idol gets millions of Americans to pay
with their time to watch unknown artists each week. This tactic would certainly alienate the existing record
labels. I believe Pandora could pull this off. Late last year, it acquired the remains of struggling Spotify
competitor Rdio, concert ticket seller Ticketfly, and Next Big Sound, a startup that tracks music online and
offers detailed analytics to artists and labels. Why will you face these fines? This approach to creating a
musical list can also be appealing for business owners; you can pick a genre you know your patrons will enjoy
and let it play. American Idol-Pandora style is only risky in that it may not gain traction. But when pressed on
the question of competition in the on-demand space, Westergren goes right back to his magic number: 81
million active listeners. Both Westergren and Clemens seem to understand that. This service is not for use for
bowling, skating, choreographed or organized dancing such as dancing in dance studios, ballrooms or
discotheques , instructed health club classes, and aerobic or other similar forms of entertainment or physical
activity or where an admission is charged. Last month, the company launched AMPcast, which lets artists
record their own self-promotional audio messages on their phone and target the audio and an accompanying
display ad directly to fans. Spotify already operates in more than 60 countries, while Apple Music is available
in 


